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Abstract: This study investigates gasification using wood chips (WC) and corn cobs (CC) for
hydrogen-rich syngas production. A simulation model developed in Aspen Plus was used to evaluate
the performance of biomass gasification. The model incorporates a system of Fortran subroutines
that automate the definition of input parameters based on the analysis of biomass composition. Fur-
thermore, the model’s equilibrium constants were adjusted based on experimentally measured gas
concentrations, increasing the precision of the variations. The numerical results predicted hydrogen
yields of 65–120 g/kg biomass, with 60–70% energy efficiency for steam gasification (versus 40–50%
for air gasification). The hydrogen concentration ranged from 34% to 40%, with CO (27–11%), CO2

(9–20%), and CH4 (<4%). The gasification temperature increased hydrogen production by up to
40% but also increased CO2 emissions by up to 20%. Higher biomass moisture content promoted
hydrogen production by up to 15% but reduced energy efficiency by up to 10% if excessive. Steam
gasification with wood chips and corn cobs shows promising potential for hydrogen-rich syngas
production, offering benefits such as reduced emissions (up to 30% less CO) and sustainability by
utilizing agricultural residues.

Keywords: hydrogen-rich syngas; biomass; gasification

1. Introduction

The recent escalation in fuel prices has garnered widespread global attention due
to its intricate relationship with the ongoing energy crisis. This crisis has been further
exacerbated by the confluence of the COVID-19 pandemic [1,2] and the protracted Russian–
Ukrainian conflict, both of which have had adverse consequences on global production
and supply chains. This study delves into the multifaceted factors contributing to this
intricate and precarious situation, elucidating the response of the European Union (EU)
in adopting stringent geopolitical measures, including the imposition of sanctions and
embargoes. These measures have had profound and far-reaching consequences, culminat-
ing in significant disruptions within the world’s oil supply chains. Notably, the focus of
these measures has primarily centered on the second-largest global oil producer, Russia.
Furthermore, recent years have witnessed a notable expansion of Russian export policies
directed towards the European market, engendering a substantial dependency of European
countries on Russian energy resources and petroleum [3]. The energy crisis has had a
profound impact, with dependence on Russian energy a critical concern; as of September
2021, Europe relies on Russia for approximately 40% of its natural gas imports, highlighting
significant vulnerability to geopolitical tensions and disruptions in supply. This strong de-
pendence highlights the urgency of diversifying energy sources and reducing dependence
on a single supplier.
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Numerous European nations find themselves in a precarious position due to their
overreliance on Russian energy resources, particularly as the onset of winter approaches,
and their domestic energy reservoirs fall short of meeting escalating demands. Conse-
quently, several European countries have resorted to making use of conventional, non-
environmentally friendly energy sources, thereby deviating from the established path of
prioritizing green and clean energy solutions. The looming specter of energy scarcity has
compelled the temporary suspension of environmental objectives initially outlined during
the COP26 climate conference held in Glasgow in 2021 [4].

In this context, the imperative for sustainable and innovative remedies has become
increasingly pronounced. The biomass gasification technique allows biomass waste to be
transformed into syngas, with it being a promising alternative. This approach harbors
the potential to furnish energy in a more efficient and environmentally sustainable man-
ner [5,6]. Across the globe, numerous nations possess substantial reservoirs of readily
accessible biomass resources, encompassing agricultural residues and municipal organic
waste. These biomass reservoirs represent a promising source of energy for the generation
of combustible gas, offering a means to address the pressing energy challenges while
adhering to sustainable practices. These biomass reservoirs represent a promising source
of energy for the generation of combustible gas, offering a means to address the pressing
energy challenges while adhering to sustainable practices. Limitations of biomass gasi-
fication technology include concerns regarding scalability and potential environmental
impacts. While biomass gasification shows promise in converting organic materials into
energy, its widespread implementation may be limited by the availability of feedstock and
the need for efficient collection and transportation systems. Additionally, environmental
considerations such as air emissions and land use impacts require careful assessment to
ensure sustainable deployment.

This scientific article investigates, through a sensitivity study, a computational model
in small-scale biomass gasification, specifically at the 1 MWth level [7], as a viable al-
ternative for energy generation compared to traditional fossil fuel sources. Utilizing a
sophisticated simulation model developed with Aspen Plus® V14 software, it facilitates
a comprehensive examination of the dynamics of gas composition throughout the gasi-
fication process and an in-depth assessment of process efficiency [8,9]. This model has
substantial potential in providing critical knowledge essential for the advancement and
implementation of efficient and sustainable biomass gasification systems. Ultimately, our
research contributes to the global transition to cleaner, more renewable energy solutions,
not just in Europe but across the world [10,11].

The current state of gasification technology remains underdeveloped for the market,
given the intricacies of the gasification process and the challenges in accurately predicting
the composition of the resulting gas. While CO, CO2, H2, CH4, and C2H4 constitute
the primary gases generated, their precise quantities often remain unknown and can
vary significantly based on biomass characteristics, reactor type, gasifying agent, and
operating conditions [12,13]. Among the suggested methods for turning biomass into
energy is downdraft gasification, which combines internal combustion engines with air
as the gasification agent. With its high electrical efficiency (25%) and low tar generation,
this technology makes it easier to clean gas, which is necessary for use in ignition gas
engines. According to [13–15], tar develops as a complex mixture of high molecular weight
hydrocarbons during the gasification process.

At the gasifier tubes’ outputs and filters, this tar tends to condense into a viscous
liquid that clogs and blocks them, making downstream operations difficult. The generated
gas’s high tar content causes operational issues for the gasifier and downstream equipment
in addition to making it unsuitable for many commercial applications [16]. As such, it is
critical to keep tar levels below 1 g/Nm3 and aim for the lowest content feasible; the precise
threshold will vary according to the planned use [17]. Predicting the gas’s composition is
therefore a challenging undertaking. For instance, chemical equilibrium is frequently used
as a predictor of the produced syngas composition from biomass gasification; however,
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recent research on the topic indicates that this method is not consistent for predicting the
composition of produced gas during gasification [14]. For instance, a large overestimation of
H2 and CO and underestimation of CH4 concentration were found for biomass in bubbling
fluidized reactors [18].

The second widely used approach involves process simulation using Aspen Plus.
This method, highlighted for its user-friendly interface, relies on the extensive compound
database and thermodynamic models available in Aspen Plus. It offers flexibility in
handling solid materials like biomass, making it an efficient tool for understanding and
optimizing biomass gasification processes [19,20].

Through this work, our aim is to promote greater exploration of sustainable energy
technologies, offering pertinent information to inform political and strategic decisions
regarding the ongoing energy transition. By clarifying the merits of small-scale biomass
gasification and providing a robust simulation model for its analysis, we aspire to play
a key role in facilitating a transition to more environmentally conscious and sustainable
energy systems, aligning with global efforts to combat climate change and guarantee a
greener future.

2. Materials and Methods

The gasification model for the combined forest and organic residue mixture was
meticulously constructed and fine-tuned within the Aspen Plus simulator. This simulation
platform enables a comprehensive evaluation of the model’s viability and allows us to
elucidate crucial project parameters. These parameters encompass the proportions of the
biomass mixture, the operational temperatures of diverse reactors, and an array of other
key factors. The overarching objective is to optimize these conditions to achieve the highest
quality gas output and maximize yield [21–25].

The biomass feedstock utilized in this research comprises agricultural and forest
residues, and a summarized analysis of its composition can be found in Table 1. This analy-
sis provides a comprehensive overview of the key characteristics of the biomass, serving as
an essential reference point for the gasification process and subsequent assessments of gas
quality and yield.

Table 1. Raw material characterization, final and proximate analysis. Evaluated according to [26].

Ultimate Analysis (wt%) Proximate Analysis 1 (wt%) LHV

Biomass C H O N S Ash VM FC 2 Moisture (MJ/Nm3)

Wood chips 48.12 6.12 45.74 0.08 0 3.5 63 14.5 7.5 3.36
Corn cobs 44 6.9 38.65 1.8 0.09 2.5 69 17 12 3.21

1 as received; 2 dry basis.

The Aspen Plus model flowchart, as illustrated in Figure 1, illustrates the gasification
process under a set of boundary conditions. This model operates under isothermal and
steady-state conditions, employs a two-dimensional structure, and operates at atmospheric
pressure (~1 bar) with gases following ideal gas behavior. Pressure drops within the system
are disregarded and the resulting ash is considered inert. The gasification reactions are
based on a thermodynamic kinetic model, with all reactions quickly reaching chemical
equilibrium [27–29]. The tar composition is assumed to include C6H6, C6H6O, C7H8, and
C10H8, and heat loss from the gasifier is not accounted for. This kinetic model integrates
Arrhenius reactions and fluid dynamics, thereby enhancing the model’s representation of
the gasification process.
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Figure 1. Methodological scheme of chemical reactions used in this work.

Simulation and Strategy Modeling

In the Aspen Plus modeling framework, the waste treatment process was developed
in two stages: (i) pre-treatment, which in turn can be segregated into two processes,
drying and crushing, and (ii) gasification; a sequential modular simulation approach was
developed for the process of simulating the reactor on an auto-thermal pilot scale, using
Aspen Plus software. The reactor was modeled considering the process divided into four
successive sub-processes: DRY (R-1), pyrolysis zone, primary (R-2.1), which also includes
the secondary pyrolysis step (R-2.2), combustion zone (R-3), and reduction zone (R-4),
for facilitating convergence, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. The descriptive details of the
model with Aspen Plus and these components and the flow conditions are presented
in Figure 2. In addition, Table 2 shows the chemical reactions and Table 3 respective
kinetic expressions considered in blocks R-3 and R-4. Both are considered distinct and
independent procedures, each represented by its dedicated block; however, they physically
represent the same component, which is the gasifier, which will be the focus of this work;
further information on and details of the pre-treatment can be found in the published AIP
conference proceedings. The entire pretreatment process up to the input stage in the gasifier
was modeled and presented in the article “Analysis of Forest Residues pretreatment using
solar photovoltaic”.
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At first, coal and biomass were considered unconventional components. Additionally,
the ULTANAL and PROXANAL models’ approximate and elemental analyses were defined
in specific Aspen Plus properties for that stream class. The enthalpy and density of
biomass, coal, and ash unconventional components were calculated using the HCOALGEN
and DCOALIGT models, respectively. HCOALGEN uses the approximate and ultimate
composition of the biomass, as well as several types of correlations that are available in
Aspen Plus, to determine the heat of combustion [30].

ULTANAL is required for the DCOALIGHT model, which is based on the IGT (In-
stitute of Gas Technology) correlation. Ash was chosen as an unconventional component,
and considered inert. The Peng–Robinson package with the Boston Mathias function was
chosen because it is the most appropriate for the high-temperature gasification processes of
organic carbonaceous biomass. The elements C and S were characterized as solid phase,
and the compounds H2, O2, CO, CO2, CH4, C2H4, H2O, H2, NH3, C6H6, C6H6O, and C10H8
were characterized as fluids.

In the gasifier (Figure 3), after pretreatment of the feedstock, the different processes
take place by controlling the humidification, represented by DRY, assisted by the R-1
calculator subroutine. Subsequently, the primary pyrolysis process begins, thus generating
input data for the subsequent gasification model. After the drying step, a second reactor,
specifically an RStoic reactor, seen in the pyrolysis zone, aided by the R-2.1 subroutine
calculator, was introduced into the model to perform the primary pyrolysis step. The data
needed for this reactor came from an Microsoft® Excel® for Microsoft 365 MSO (Version
2402)and Fortran R-2.1 subroutine, incorporated into the computational model, which is one
of the great differences of this work, as this model is autonomous and easy to use, improving
the prediction of the yield and elemental composition of pyrolytic products. Making use
of only the data previously provided by the ultimate analysis and elementary analysis of
the biomass used in the initial input process, making it a much more adaptive process to
simulate other types of biomass and inductive when compared to other computational
models used in the literature, in addition, this approach considers pyrolysis in two stages,
increasing the precision of the results, as thermal cracking of the primary pyrolysis products
is carried out, which can be considered as biomass that has not yet been converted, with
three distinct species for tar (represented as a mixture of C6H6, C6H6O, C7H8, and C10H8)
and ash. The percentage composition of each of these constituents is determined through
meticulous adjustments to the mass balance performed by the subroutine. The empirical
model designed for this purpose manifests itself as a system of linear equations, with key
equations encompassed in Equations (1)–(13) [31,32] which were incorporated into these
recursive subroutines:

Ych,F = 0.106 + 2.43· exp
(
−0.66·10−2·T

)
(1)

YC,ch = 0.93− 0.92· exp
(
−0.42·10−2·T

)
(2)

YO,ch = 0.07 + 0.85· exp
(
−0.48·10−2·T

)
(3)

YH,ch = −0.41·10−2 + 0.10· exp
(
−0.24·10−2·T

)
(4)

YH2,F = 1.145
(

1− exp
(
−0.11·10−2·T

))9.384
(5)

YCH4,F = −2.18·10−4 − 0.146·YCO,F (6)

YCO,F = (3·10−4 +
0.0429

1 + (T/632)−7.23 )
−1
·YH2,F (7)
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YC,tar =
(

1.05 + 1.10−4·T
)
·YC,bio (8)

YO,tar =
(

0.93− 2.2·10−4·T
)
·YO,bio (9)

YH,tar =
(

0.93− 3.8·10−4·T
)
·YH,bio (10)

YC,bio − YC,ch·Ych,F = YC,tar·Ytar,F + YC,CH4 ·YCH4,F + YC,CO·YCO,F + YC,CO2 ·YCO2,F (11)

YO,bio − YO,ch·Ych,F = YO,tar·Ytar,F + YO,CO·YCO,F + YO,CO2 ·YCO2,F + YO,H2O·YH2O,F (12)

YH,bio − YH,ch·Ych,F = YH,tar·Ytar,F + YH,H2 ·YH2,F + YH,CH4 ·YCH4,F + YH,H2O·YH2O,F (13)

Here, the symbols Ych,F, YH2,F, YCO,F, YH2O,F and YCO2,F denote the yields of H2, CO,
H2O, and CO2 resulting from the biomass pyrolysis zone, respectively. Meanwhile, YC,bio,
YC,ch, YH,tar, YH,bio, YH,ch, YH,tar, YO,bio, YO,ch, and YO,tar represent the CHO composition
of biomass, coal, and tar, respectively. In this context, Yi,j signifies the mass fraction of the
chemical element i (where i can be C, H, or O) within the compound j (where j can be CO,
CO2, CH4, or H2O), expressed in kilograms of element i per kilogram of compound j.
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Figure 3. Principle of the coupling Aspen Plus flowchart using the subroutines.

The presented model comprises four primary stages: drying, pyrolysis, combustion,
and reduction. The primary objective of this model has consistently been to faithfully
replicate real-world scenarios. Consequently, it extensively examines the production of tar
and biochar throughout the process. In the Aspen Plus simulations, it was assumed that
both the drying and pyrolysis of forest residue biomass would occur as separate stages.
This approach enables a more comprehensive analysis, accounting for varying conditions
and different gasifying agents, including options such as air or steam. The products from
the combustion zone are calculated by the Arrhenius kinetics, as shown in Table 2:
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Table 2. Kinetic parameters adopted in the model. Evaluated according to [32].

Process No. Stoichiometric Chemical Equations Kinetics Ref.

R-3

1 Partial oxidation of C: r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT α = 1+2 f

1+ f ·
6

dp [O2] [33,34]

αC(s) + O2 → 2(α− 1)CO + (2− α)CO2 With f = 4.72·10−3e
−Ea
RT

2 Total oxidation of CO: r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [CO][O2]

0.25[H2O]0.5 [35,36]
CO + 1/2O2 → CO2

3 Partial oxidation of CH4: r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [CH4]

0.7[O2]
0.8 [37]

CH4 + 1/2O2 → CO + 2H2

4 Hydrogen oxidation r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [H2][O2] [35,36]

H2 + 1/2O2 → H2O
5 Partial oxidation of phenol r = k·T·e

−Ea
RT [C6 H6O]0.5[O2] [37]

C6 H6O + 4O2 → 6CO + 3H2O
6 Partial oxidation of benzene: r = k·T·e

−Ea
RT [C6 H6]

0.5[O2] [38]
C6 H6 + 9/2O2 → 6CO + 3H2O

R-4

7 Water gas: r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [C][H2O] [39,40]

C + H2O↔ CO2 + H2

8 Water–gas shift: r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [CO][H2O] [

CO2 ][H2 ]
keq

[41]

CO + H2O↔ CO2 + H2 With keq = 0.022e
34.73
RT

9 Steam reforming : CH4 + H2O↔ CO2 + 3H2 r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [CH4][H2O] [40,41]

10 Boudouard: C + CO2 ↔ 2CO r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [C] [34,40]

11 C6 H6O→ CO + 0.4C10 H8 + 0.1CH4 + 0.75H2 r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [C6 H6O] [42,43]

12 C6 H6O + 3H2O→ 4CO + 0.5C2 H4 + 0.1CH4 + 3H2 r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [C6 H6O] [43]

13 C10 H8 → 6.5C + 0.5C6 H6 + 0.5CH4 + 1.5H2 r = k·T·e
−Ea
RT [C10 H8]

1.6[H2]
−0.5 [40,44]

This was used as a basis for the kinetic model data of the oxidation and reduction
steps of the model proposed by [45], which, despite having some differences in the model,
still manages to reach good agreement with the results. The pre-exponential factor for
each chemical reaction in the model was used based on different values from the literature
and adjusted for the respective concentrations of the components, maintaining the other
parameters of the procedure, similar to the methodological process adopted by Puing
Gamero et al. [46]. When compared to the presented experimental data, the results show
that the improvement in hydrogen production through biomass steam gasification depends
on the amount of steam and biomass fed to the gasifier as well as the operating temperature.

Furthermore, this study presents a comprehensive investigation of kinetic parameters.
Some kinetic parameters were extracted from the existing literature (Martinez-Gonzalez et al.
(2018) [40] and Champion et al. (2014) [33]) and others were developed based on models
established in the literature. During this process, selected kinetic parameters were adjusted
to align with the experimental data [33,47]; the pre-explorational factor adjustments of
selected reactions are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameter kinetic pre-exponential factors adopted in the model.

Simulation Parameters Value

Reaction K Ea (cal/mol)

(1) 3.7·1010 35826.8449
(2) 1.78·1010 42992.26139
(3) 1.58·1012 48246.87112
(4) 1.08·107 2579.53568
(5) 6.55·102 19155.44091
(6) 2.4·1011 30094.58298
(7) 8·10−3 11918.41024
(8) 2.78·102 3009.45829
(9) 4.92·10−11 29855.73708
(10) 1.05·1013 32244.19604
(11) 1.00·1007 23884.58966
(12) 1.00·1007 23884.58966
(13) 1.00·1014 83596.06382
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3. Results and Discussion

Exploring the complex interactions of variables and factors that influence syngas
production is a challenging task. To address this complexity, we performed a sensitivity
analysis of the gasification model to assess the influence of operating parameters. In partic-
ular, the choice of gasifying agent was identified as a parameter of considerable relevance
as it has a significant influence on the final composition of the syngas. Furthermore, it
was found that the moisture content in the biomass plays an important role, leading to
significant changes in the composition of the syngas. This highlights the importance of
carefully controlling and optimizing these operating parameters to achieve the desired
syngas composition and properties. Figure 4 presents a comparison between the experi-
mental values of the synthesis gas composition and those calculated by the Aspen model.
Although, the methane prediction is very low, as measured experimentally. Furthermore, a
comparison was made between the experimental data reported by Awais et al. [26] and
the numerically computed mole fractions of the syngas components, confirming the con-
sistency of the model differences. This analysis reveals the intricate relationship between
operational parameters and syngas formation, offering valuable information to optimize
gasification processes.
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Effect of the Gasifying Agent and Moisture on Syngas Composition

This subsection focuses on analyzing the impact of the gasifying agent on the compo-
sition of the synthesis gas. The study considers two important parameters: the equivalent
ratio (ER) and the steam to biomass ratio (SBR). The experiments were conducted using
air as the gasifying agent, with ER values ranging from 0.1 to 1 and SBR values ranging
from 0.1 to 2. The resulting data were plotted on graphs, as shown in Figure 5, where the
x-axis represents the gasification agent parameter and the y-axis represents the volume,
expressed as a percentage, of CO, CH4, CO2, and H2 in the syngas. By examining Figure 5,
which depicts the influence of air as the gasifying agent on the final syngas composition, it
can be observed that the ER has an inverse relationship with the formation of H2. As the
ER increases, the quality of the syngas composition deteriorates. For an ER of 0.1, H2 has
molar fractions of 43%. However, as the ER gradually increases from 0.1 to 0.8, the molar
fraction of H2 progressively declines until reaching zero. Conversely, the molar fraction of
CO2 substantially increases, starting from an initial value of 70% and ultimately reaching
100% due to the Boudouard reaction, where oxygen is fully converted into CO2 through
oxidation reactions. Meanwhile, the molar fraction of CH4 remains constant at 3%.
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In Figure 5, dashed lines represent curves obtained through regression analysis applied
to experimental results from the reference, whereas solid lines depict curves derived from
the numerical model presented in this study.

The estimated volumetric composition of the production gas was compared to the
experimental results of Awais et al. [26] in order to evaluate the accuracy of the suggested
gasification model. When compared to the experimental data, Figure 5 shows that, overall,
the suggested prediction model correctly predicts all gas components. Specifically, the
CO2 prediction is in good agreement with small variances, and there are exact correlations
between the CH4 and CO predictions.

During the study, the proportion of hydrogen in the gas produced increased signifi-
cantly from 34% to 45%, and the concentration of carbon monoxide decreased from 27% to
11%. On the other hand, the carbon dioxide concentration showed the opposite behavior,
increasing from 9% to 20%. This composition optimization resulted in a 7% molar increase
in hydrogen yield. It was observed that increasing temperature shows a similar trend with
respect to hydrogen production. Some variation in gas yield was evident within the ana-
lyzed temperature range. From the composition of the gas produced during gasification, it
was clear that the increase in temperature contributed to the decrease in hydrogen content,
which decreased from 34% to 30%.

In Figure 6, the influence of biomass moisture on the synthesis gas composition is
illustrated. It is evident that an elevated moisture content introduces a higher concen-
tration of H2 into the system, primarily due to the presence of hydrogen in steam. In
hydrogen production processes within biomass steam gasification, gasification temper-
ature plays a critical role due to the endothermic nature of hydrogen production reac-
tions, including the water–gas shift reaction (H2O + CO→ H2 + CO2), carbon gasification
reactions (C + H2O→ CO + H2), tar cracking reactions (Tar + n1H2O → n2CO2+ n3H2),
and others. A higher gasification temperature is favorable for promoting hydrogen produc-
tion [24,48,49].
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Additionally, an increase in moisture content results in higher partial pressures within
the gasification reactor, thereby facilitating flow reactions such as water–gas reactions,
water–gas displacement, and steam reforming. These mechanisms contribute to an en-
hanced production of H2 and CO2 while reducing the concentration of CO to 16%.

Reducing CO2 has a positive effect on CO production, as Herguido et al. [50], in their
results, obtained at a temperature of 1023 K. However, it is important to note that a direct
realistic comparison with these results cannot be made because they concern different types
of biomass (pine sawdust and wood) with different hydrogen content, different gasification
substances (90% H2O), pressure fluctuations, and the use of different geometric carburetors.
Furthermore, no precise details were provided to allow for comparison of gasification
rates or the ratio of H2 production to a given biomass. This pattern was also observed, as
Turn et al. notes [51], nonetheless, at a distinct temperature of 1073 K. It is important to
note that compared to the results obtained at 1023 K, the hydrogen generation results at
1073 K are less sensitive to the steam-to-biomass ratio. Therefore, in this paper, we come to
the same conclusion. Furthermore, direct comparisons are less practical because hydrogen
generation happens at varying temperature ranges.

As for the CO2 content, it is largely unaffected by the gasifier and remains approxi-
mately constant at around 10% for all scenarios evaluated. On the other hand, CH4 concen-
trations are negligible with a value of 4%. Based on the presented results, it can therefore
be concluded that the optimal solution for conventional gasification can be achieved in all
cases when both ER and SBR are 0.28 and 0.2, respectively.

Despite the variations in the experimental conditions and the low steam-to-biomass
ratio, our technique shows similar sensitivity to hydrogen output variations, ranging from
0.15 to 0.51. In contrast, Herguido et al. [50] conducted tests with a wide range of steam-
to-biomass ratios (0.50–2.50) and varying hydrogen contents (40–60 percent) but found no
significant difference in hydrogen output at a steam-to-biomass ratio of 0.70 (55–59 percent).
Based on these findings, the hydrogen output of our technique falls within a narrow range
of 51–63 percent of the steam-to-biomass ratio.
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4. Conclusions

This study highlights the potential of steam gasification utilizing wood chips and corn
cobs to produce hydrogen-rich biofuels. The process yielded hydrogen ranging from 65 to
120 g/kg of biomass, consistent with existing literature values. Impressively, it achieved an
energy efficiency of up to 70%, surpassing results obtained from air gasification. Notably,
the resulting syngas showcased hydrogen concentrations between 34% and 45%, while the
concentrations of CO, CO2, and CH4 ranged from 27% to 11%, 9% to 20%, and less than
4%, respectively.

Furthermore, steam gasification exhibited reduced CO2 production compared to air
gasification, with up to 30% less CO2 emitted. This underscores the environmental ad-
vantage inherent in this technique. Utilizing agricultural residues as feedstock further
promotes a circular economy, reinforcing sustainability goals.

This study validates the findings reported in the existing literature on biomass gasi-
fication. It also offers precise quantifications of operational parameters and gasification
performance. What sets this study apart is the integration of a sophisticated system of
Fortran programming language subroutines. This addition renders the model autonomous
and adaptable, providing benefits such as enhanced prediction accuracy and efficiency. By
incorporating kinetic parameters and pre-tuned factors from previous studies, along with
newly developed parameters adapted to match available experimental data, our model
stands out as a robust representation of real-world gasification processes.

Looking ahead, future research endeavors should concentrate on experimental vali-
dation at pilot or industrial scales. This includes assessing the economic viability of the
process and exploring new technologies aimed at optimizing efficiency while minimizing
environmental impacts. Notably, CO production should be further studied, as it is a de-
sirable product due to its high calorific value, potentially offering additional benefits to
overall process efficiency and feasibility.

The findings of this study foster understanding of the intricate dynamics of syngas
production through steam gasification, showing its significant environmental benefits. The
use of agricultural waste as a raw material not only promotes a circular economy but also
aligns with sustainable objectives, highlighting the fundamental role of this technique in
mitigating environmental impacts.
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